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FOR OPUNAKE HOME

History is enshrined within this striking renovation, writes Mike Shaw. Photos by Kallan MacLeod.

A

n historic Opunake cottage has had two dramatic
transformations since it was first built more than
130 years ago. The latest reshaping has won an
Architectural Designers of New Zealand regional
awards commendation for New Plymouth architectural
designer Tony Biesiek of Imagine Building Design.
Coincidentally, both transformations have been
recognised with Taranaki Daily News features. The unique
nature of the cottage at the corner of Whitcombe Rd and
Ponderosa Place and its quirky preservation as Pettigrew
House prompted the first home improvement story back
in 1988.
It was definitely a home improvement project then, but
had elements of both renovation and new build. Owners at
the time, Ian and Dawn Stevenson, built a new twobedroom home around and on top of the cottage –
effectively creating a pole house by supporting the upper
structure on Doric-style concrete columns placed around
the outside of the old cottage. Ian repurposed the cottage
level as a private museum space, which he opened to
visitors for several years.
The recent work carried out for today’s owners, retired
farmers Michael and Margaret Holmes, falls into the
renovation camp, but at the extreme end, with a total
rework of the 1980s project. The combined efforts of Tony
Biesiek’s design team and Custom Construction’s building
team have given Michael and Margaret a virtually new
home here.
The old cottage has been framed further into the
residence, but it’s still there, as a visit revealed.
To appreciate what’s happened here, you have to look
at three photos that span the 100-plus years at this edgeof-the-town address. The first shows the simple concrete-

walled, pitched-roof structure of the original cottage; the
second shows the finished project of the mid-80s, with the
supporting columns under the new second storey, the
bay-window features above, and a grand lower entrance
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and stairs to access the new spaces.
That second presentation in white is history now as
you will see in the latest photo; replaced by the striking
contemporary wrap of natural cedar weatherboards. The
upper bay windows have gone and there’s a larger deck,
framed in glass and supported by a dramatic plastered
pillar. The deck extension shelters and emphasises
today’s refined lower entrance.
Some of the 1980s concrete columns have been
hidden inside the boxed cedar corners that are a feature
of Tony’s design for this home. Others have been left
proudly in view along the sections of original cottage
wall that are now framed by the boxed corners.
In his entry notes for the ADNZ design awards, Tony
Biesiek explains the background to the changes.
‘‘This project started life as Pettigrew House, a twostorey residential home in Opunake that was first
constructed in 1879. Pettigrew House was built in
1879-80 by John Pettigrew. The rock and gravel
material for the walls was obtained from a local metal pit
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(lahar), and mixed with lime imported from
Scotland. The mix was poured between rough
wooden boxing, with sizeable rocks place
within the walls. No cement or reinforcing
was used.
‘‘The ground floor had timber-framed sash
windows and a timber floor. The second
storey was built over the base of the
previous house on the site in 1984 and used
a reinforced slab supported around the
perimeter by mock-classical columns.
Although the modern additions had been
made to the house the original house
remains relatively unchanged except for an
archway through one room to give access to
a larger area.
‘‘The two completely different construction
eras and looks were both very tired, cold and
in need of an upgrade.’’
Tony noted this was a very difficult
renovation. As well as the normal issues of
the building not being square or plumb, costeffective solutions were needed for the extra
work of replacing rotting timber floors in the
cottage and dealing with concrete walls that
had very little real strength.
‘‘The design strategy was to preserve the
original dwelling while replacing the aesthetic
of the 1984 addition with a complete interior
makeover including improved space planning
and reallocation and distribution of spaces.’’
Inside the main entry, you find the first of
the impressive internal changes.
The large tiled foyer area is light and
bright with white paint, new stairs and new
windows – the latter double-glazed for
energy efficiency, of course, as is the rest of
the new joinery around the house. It’s also a
lighter space following the removal of the
vertical-board rimu wall linings of the 1980s
project and the internal garden that was
created then alongside the rimu-balustered
stairs that rose to the upper level.
That moist garden environment had
seriously deteriorated in recent years;
Michael and Margaret say it had become
‘‘smelly’’ and ‘‘gross’’. The former garden
space is now an open tiled area alongside the
staircase that Margaret thinks will be handy
for a special display. The wall areas here and
up the stairwell feature a bold vertical-stripe
wallpaper that relieves the simplicity of the
otherwise white-out decor of the foyer.
The museum space Ian Stevenson created
in the cottage area was changed
substantially in this latest work, reverting to
a family home.
Tony says the lower-level interior
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‘‘reinvigorates the heritage of the 1879
dwelling with period detailing revitalised and
with special attention given to the
preservation of the exterior walls highlighting
the strong textural language of the original
construction techniques’’.
Steps lead down from the foyer into the
hallway that reveals the face of the old
cottage walls. Tony runs his hand
appreciatively over the lumpy, white-painted
concrete surface.
‘‘You would never get this effect today …
even if you tried to. It’s great. We have a
piece of 1879 on display.’’
He’s pleased the cottage character was
able to be substantially retained. ‘‘We don’t
do history well in New Zealand.’’
Down here, off the hallway at cottage level,
instead of that private museum, there is selfcontained accommodation that is ideal for
family and visiting friends – a definite bonus
with five daughters at large. There are now
two bedrooms, a lounge space, kitchenette,
bathroom and toilet.
A study/library has also been created in
the old cottage space off the foyer and is a
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special room that works for both Michael and
Margaret. The office desk reflects Mike’s use
of the room; the floor-to-ceiling custom
bookshelves and wheeled ladder to reach the
upper collection point to Margaret’s reading
interests.
Timber profiles and trim in the cottage
spaces are period appropriate and are
enhanced with the choice of rich wallpaper
wallcoverings and lush carpet, Tony points
out. ‘‘Wherever possible, we try and keep
some of the story going.’’
What they didn’t keep was the detail of the
earlier project. ‘‘We got rid of most of the
80s story,’’ Tony says.
The new design involved a full reroof and
reclad, he says, as well as removal of the bay
windows, fitting of new thermally broken
double-glazed windows and full insulation,
and a complete interior makeover including
improved space planning and reallocation
and distribution of spaces.
That improvement is very obvious once we
ascend the stairs to the upper level which
contains the open-plan main living spaces
and master suite. But high on the stairwell
wall, a dash of the past has been retained
and highlighted – three small leadlight
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windows that add glowing colour to the white
surroundings.
To the side of the landing area is the lift
from the foyer, installed in that 80s remake,
and which has been refurbished during the
latest work.
Up here, the views wrap around the living
areas – a panorama of lush green farmland
with the mountain rising majestically beyond.
You can appreciate the outlook from the
glass-wrapped living areas or out on the
vantage point of the new deck.
That outlook was the primary attraction
for Michael and Margaret when they bought
this property.
The couple had farmed on the Kina Rd for
more than 40 years and had been looking for
somewhere to create a retirement lifestyle.
‘‘With these views, it feels like I am still on the
farm,’’ says Margaret.
That’s an important aspect when farmers
consider retirement, Tony agrees. ‘‘A lot of
farmers struggle with (the idea of) a compact
townhouse on a small section. This has the
elements of a large plot of land … there are
views, space, and the freedom to spread
out.’’
Proximity to people was a bonus for
Margaret, who now enjoys being able to walk
down the road to church and feel part of the
community.
The couple owned the property for a year
or so before they decided they should do
something about updating it for their
eventual retirement move off the farm. They
found Tony with a Google search.
That’s a change in behaviour among
clients, Tony says. ‘‘Back in 2002, no-one did
web searches. I’ve noticed a huge increase in
interest via web searches … Google and
Facebook. And people trust web results far
more than they did five years ago.’’
Margaret was impressed with Imagine
Building Design’s online presentation. ‘‘It was
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the only one that had a decent website that
we could see.’’
They arranged a meeting with Tony in
Opunake and during that conversation
discovered a pleasing family connection –
Tony’s mother had gone to school with
Margaret. It seemed a natural partnership to
create the new home together.
‘‘Michael and Margaret were easy clients to
work with,’’ Tony says. ‘‘They were pretty
clear on what they wanted, and were open to
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my thoughts and ideas.’’
The views upstairs, family space
downstairs, and an office for Mike, a library
for Margaret were the must-have features.
Despite the age of the integrated cottage,
there were no formal council restrictions on
changes that could be made. ‘‘I did my
research on that before we bought it,’’
Michael says. ‘‘It was just noted on the
register as a building of historic interest.’’
Everyone agreed about the need for the
80s look to go. Margaret recalls her
discomfort with the floor-to-ceiling bay
windows: ‘‘I didn’t feel safe going near them.’’
‘‘There was nothing worth saving,’’ Tony
adds, ‘‘although the bones of the main
structure were fine. There was something
quite charming about the cottage, though …
something to be treasured.’’
Its physical dimensions were also an
advantage.
Demolition and construction of a
completely new home was discussed, but the
cottage room heights of about 4.3m allowed
an extra elevation for the living areas sitting
above. Tony says that taller viewpoint is
about another metre or more than a
conventional build and was unlikely to be
built into a new home. Margaret and Michael
were keen to retain that enhanced outlook.
A renovation such as this has its costs,
Tony says, but Michael and Margaret’s desire
for a ‘‘forever home’’ meant they were
prepared to invest in longevity here. ‘‘They
weren’t on the property ladder, looking to sell
later.’’
And that awareness meant an easy
transition for the project at an early stage as
the design and construction teams moved
from planning to preparation. ‘‘Within three
weeks, we agreed to abandon the process of
variations (to the contract price) because of
the way the house unravelled,’’ Tony recalls.
The mix of 1880s and 1980s construction
meant little of the structure was plumb or
square, and work in the cottage area
revealed rotting joists and beams beneath
the timber floors. ‘‘Every corner you turned,
something was not quite right. It was such an
oddball site that the traditional process didn’t
work; so we changed it to a cost-plus basis.’’
The work proceeded smoothly with the
experience of Custom Construction foreman
Gary Adams, Tony adds. ‘‘He was a really
good foreman and took the success of the
project personally.’’
The rotting floor was removed and a new
concrete floor poured.
The extra height of the second storey
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meant logistics were tested during the
rebuilding work. Large elements, such as the
unique kitchen benchtop, required a Hiab
truck to lift the materials up to the living
areas.
Margaret was nervous during that activity.
‘‘It was swinging away … will it hit the glass?’’
she remembers thinking.
It didn’t, and it is now sitting proudly in the
finished interior to stunning effect. You could
describe it as a wrap-around waterfall design.
The Caesarstone top looks to be seamless as
it rises up one end of the bench, runs along
a short raised section, then drops to the main
bench height until it reaches the other end
where it drops again before turning back
under a ‘floating’ end.
A laminated sheet of glass is a vertical
feature of the design, a glass core extending
up from the floor through the main bench
surface to create a thin but practical upstand
– giving Margaret the screen effect she
wanted along the work area. Paint between
the sheets of glass adds colour – grey with a
hint of green – and helps define the feature.
As with many other renovations, the
existing frame of the house governed the
ability to make changes. ‘‘The kitchen design
was carefully worked through to ensure
efficient use of space given the constraints of
the existing structure,’’ explains Tony.
He points to the way the top wraps under
the floating end of the bench to make the
space seem larger.
Margaret says the kitchen looks great and
works very well and is pleased with the
compact walk-in pantry to the side. ‘‘I usually
leave the door open, so the first cupboards in
there have doors; the rest is open shelving.’’
Using light timber facings on some of the
kitchen cabinet doors contrasts with the
otherwise gloss-white paint finish and the
grain adds texture to the presentation. That
effect illustrates the tactile side of
architecture, says Tony.
He is very pleased with the result. ‘‘Part of
our design philosophy is we like to do all the
joinery detail as well. And this is the best
kitchen I’ve ever done.’’
The timber detail continues across the
open-plan space to the lounge area, where
there is a striking entertainment wall.
The full-width base of this wall has a face
of gleaming black tiles with a wide gas fire
set into them. Above is the timber face that
complements the adjacent kitchen detail. A
large-screen television is set into the timber
surface, with audio-visual componentry
concealed behind the timber panels on each
side.
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‘‘The use of timber joinery finishes along
with the various tiles adds textural contrast
to the painted wall finishes,’’ says Tony. ‘‘The
use of green in the furnishings is the client’s
personal touch adding a splash of colour to
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the spaces.’’
The tiles across the kitchen and dining
area floors give way to carpet through the
lounge area.
Step outside the stacker sliding doors here
and you find the generous hardwood timber
deck. ‘‘That’s purpleheart decking,’’ Tony
says, pointing to the slight curve designed
into the boards to allow rainwater to run off
easily. They also dry very quickly without
water sitting on them, he says, and don’t
have the ‘bleeding’ issue of the more
common kwila boards.
Glass balustrading around the deck
minimises the effect of the structure and
maintains the views from the lounge seating.
The top of the substantial corner pillar
supporting the deck has a recess shaped to
accommodate the freestanding barbecue.
Plumbing and power services are also
extended out here to make alfresco meal
preparations easy.
The renovation efforts have refreshed life
throughout the upper level.
The toilet, shower and bathroom areas
have been fully tiled and updated with new
fixtures and fittings. In the dedicated shower
room, LED lighting is a special feature, set
into a strip that starts on the wall next to the
glass shower panel. It runs from the floor up
to the ceiling, where it zig-zags across the
shower space to the other side wall. A line of
frieze tiles runs around the middle of the
space making a subtle textural statement.
New custom wardrobe joinery completes
the master suite – in a darker timber than the
pale material seen out in the kitchen and
lounge areas. ‘‘The darker timber adds a
touch of luxury,’’ Tony says.
The joinery in the walk-in wardrobe
includes a stack of small drawers that were
Margaret’s idea and which have impressed
visitors for their ingenuity. ‘‘They allow you
to compartmentalise clothes,’’ Tony explains.
The completion of the house was not the
end to design and construction work on this
property. Inside the wrought-iron-look gates
on Whitcombe St is Mike’s huge ‘boat shed’
that Tony designed to complement the new
style of the house.
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It drew comment from the community,
Margaret recalls with a smile. ‘‘Everyone kept
asking why we were building another house.’’
That question is not surprising considering
the presentation of the boat shed, which is
also clad in cedar – and the sides have
recessed plastered walls to match the way
the cottage walls are framed into the house.
That detail carries the aesthetic of the house
across to the boat shed, Tony says. ‘‘It brings
the scale down from what could have been
seen as a big box.’’
The 14m by 14m dimensions mean the
space inside is generous. And the stud height
inside is also a higher-than-usual 3.6m to
accommodate Mike’s fishing boat. It’s wellspecified, as well, with a bathroom
incorporated to wash up after a fishing trip.
There’s another link to the house in the
colour of the two tall doors – a rich red to
match the front entry door and the attached
double garage of the house. ‘‘That’s what I
wanted from the start,’’ says Margaret. ‘‘A
white house with red doors.’’
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The bright new foyer is the interface between the character features of the original cottage space and the more contemporary areas upstairs.
hidden inside the boxed cedar corners that are a feature
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At left are photos of the earlier versions of
Pettigrew House - the original cottage of 1879
and the 1980s reinvention. The location with
stunning views across the rural landscape to the
mountain was the drawcard for new owners to
undertake the latest renovation.
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Original leadlight windows have been
sandwiched in new glass to provide doubleglazing benefits.
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The mountain is framed beautifully in the
window in the dining area.
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The ‘floating’ waterfall end of the kitchen bench
adds an extra sense of space to the kitchen. Far
right is a photo of the old kitchen.

High-quality finishes include the special LED lighting strips in the new shower
above right - very different to the old bathroom look above left.
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The open gas fire is a feature of the
sophisticated but comfortable
lounge space.
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